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Philosophical preliminaries i

I The philosophical idea:

I There is more to truth than deflationism dictates

I Deflationism: 1. the T-schema exhausts the content of truth,
2. the role of truth is to express generalisations

I This misses intensional aspects of truth

I Intensionality of truth: if true, then absolutely true

I that is, independent of parameters of time, resources,
agent belief etc.

I It is in contexts that introduce such parameters that truth
exhibits intensional content

I The deflationary conception of truth has led to the formal study
of only extensional aspects of truth



Philosophical preliminaries ii

I (Halbach & Welch 2009) analyse modality 1. preserving its
intensional character (by means of a possible world semantics)

I while 2. restoring its expressive power by means of an
extensional truth predicate

I Here we propose to study truth as an intensional notion per se
(we align with 1 in the importance of a modal semantics but
diverge from 2)

I We study truth by means of a modal predicate

I and we recover the intensional (formal) properties of truth by
using a modal operator

I The intensional properties of truth may depend on the context in
which truth is embedded

I Our chosen context: the structure of inverse systems with limit



Inverse systems (a modal semantics)

Definition
A directed set is a set T together with an ordering relation ≤ such that

I ≤ is a partial order, i.e. transitive, reflexive, anti-symmetric

I ≤ is directed, i.e. for any s, t ∈ T there is r ∈ T with s, t ≤ r

Definition
Let T be a directed set. An inverse system of models indexed by T is a
family of first order models {Ms|s ∈ T} together with a family of
homomorphisms F = {hst|s ≥ t, hst :Ms −→Mt}. The mappings in F
must satisfy the coherence requirement that if s ≥ t ≥ r, htr ◦ hst = hsr.
That hst :Ms −→Mt is a homomorphism means that
Ms |= R(a1, a2, . . .) impliesMt |= R(hst(a1), hst(a2), . . .)
We do not require surjectivity of hst.

Preservation theorem: positive primitive formulas (i.e. formulas
composed of ∃,∧,∨,>,⊥) are downwards preserved (Lyndon 1959)



Inverse limit

Definition
Let (T, {Ms | s ∈ T},F ) be an inverse system. Let Ds be the domain of
Ms. LetD ⊆ Πs∈TDs the set of all ξ such that for s ≥ t, hst(ξ(s)) = ξ(t).
Define a modelMwith domainD by puttingM |= R(ξ1, ξ2, . . .) if for
all s ∈ T,Ms |= R(ξ1

s , ξ
2
s , . . .). M is called the inverse limit of the given

inverse system.

We only consider inverse systems of which we can prove that the
limit is non-empty.



Geometric formulas and their significance

I A geometric implication is a formula of the following form:

∀x, y....(ϕ(x, y, ...)→ ψ(x, y, ...))

where ϕ and ψ are positive primitive formulas.

I Geometric formulas are a Glivenko class:

I they form an intuitionistic fragment of 1st order logic

I Geometric logic is intimately related with inverse systems

I Interpolation theorem: for all inverse systems with inverse limit,
if Γ true on all indexed models of the inverse system then ∆ true
on the limit, there exists a geometric interpolant χ, such that
Γ |= χ |= ∆ (strictly speaking the interpolant is a finite conjunction
of geometric implications) (A & van Lambalgen 2011)

I Preservation theorem: if a geometric χ is true on all indexed
models, then it is true on the limit (ibid)



The semantic import of inverse systems:
approximating a theory

I Inverse systems can form approximations of a 1st order theory

I Given a 1st order theory H, there is a geometric theory G(H) in
an extended vocabulary, such that G(H) |= H

I Let Σ =: {σ | σ ⊆ G(H), σ finite}

I There exists an inverse system {Mn} such that for each σ there
exists a k such that for m ≥ k Mm |= σ and the inverse limit of
{Mn}makes true G(H), hence H

I We will see that an intensional notion of truth has an interesting
expressive role in this approximation



Enter truth

I The approximation goes via a translation of a 1st order theory to
a geometric theory (Reyes 1977, see Mints 2012 for a recent
version)

I One has an inductive procedure for replacing formulas beyond
the geometric fragment with predicates

I Principles are then added ensuring a faithful translation; these
are captured by geometric implications

I The resulting G(H) may contain infinitely many new predicates

I Instead, we will see that one can add a single modal satisfaction
predicate S, so that:

I for a geometric theory G formulated with the help of the
predicates of H and the new predicate S the preceding result
holds



A modal satisfaction predicate; stable truth

I Operating outside the arithmetical context means that
satisfaction cannot be replaced by a truth predicate

I The usual coding is not available: add a sort that contains the
coding machinery and extend the homomorphisms with identity
mappings on these sorts (a variant of Moschovakis’ acceptable
structures, Moschovakis 1974)

I We add a predicate S to the 1st order language of the inverse
system (type-free approach)

I By definition of predicates in inverse systems, S must be
downwards preserved

I Truth of arbitrary formulas on a model is fallible when
considered in the context of the inverse system as a whole:
something true in Ms may turn out to be false in Mt, with t ≥ s

I A naive T-schema over the inverse system is thus invalidated

I How to recover a familiar notion of truth?



A co-recursive equation for stable satisfaction

I Stably true is what has been and will remain true

I What is needed is some augmented version of the T-schema
requiring downwards and upwards stability for truth (StS):

Definition
Ms |= S(pϕ(x)q, a)⇐⇒ ∀t ≥ s ∃b [hts(b) = a andMt |= S(pϕ(x)q, b)]
where ϕ may itself contain S

I The homomorphisms ensure downwards stability of truth, if S,
thus defined, is an admissible predicate in the inverse system



Greatest Fixed Point i
I We define S only for positive primitive formulas to start with

because they are monotone in their predicates
I That is, if the extension of a predicate decreases then the formula

is less likely to be true
I We construct a decreasing sequence {Sα | α an ordinal} such that

there exists α with the property that for all
β ≥ α : ∅ , Sα = Sβ =: S and S satisfies (StS):

1. Define S0 by

S0(pϕ(x)q, a)⇐⇒ ϕ(x) ∈ L(S) p.p. and ∃s (a ∈ Ms)

2. If α is a limit ordinal, put

Sα =
⋂
β<α

Sβ

3. If α is a successor ordinal, i.e. of the form β + 1, put

for all t

Mt |= Sα(pϕ(x)q, a)⇐⇒ ∀s ≥ t ∃b [hst(b) = a andMs |= ϕ(Sβ)(b)],

where ‘ϕ(Sβ)’ means that the predicate S is interpreted as Sβ



Greatest Fixed Point ii
I The Greatest Fixed Point (S) is non-empty if the system has a

non-empty limit
I S is a predicate of the inverse system (i.e. it is downwards

preserved) as we can prove this to be the case for each Sα

I Properties of S:
I One direction of the T-schema: S(pϕ(x)q, a)→ ϕ(a)
I Full T-schema on the limit
I Commutation of S with ∧,∨ and ∃:

for all p.p. ϕ(x, y)Mt |= S(p∃xϕ(x, y)q, a)⇔Mt |= ∃xS(pϕ(x, y)q, xa)

I Extend S to guarded geometric implications
(upper bound due to presevation)

I Guarded geometric implications: variables in the antecedent
bound by ∀ are under the scope of S

I The role of the guard is to discard truncated objects; the GFP
consists of pairs of codes of formulas and only objects that sit on
a ‘thread’

I The syntactic restriction means that S expresses partial truth



A modal operator i

I To investigate the intensional properties of truth we define a
modal operator, call it ‘!’
(notation borrowed from the exponential ! in linear logic)

I The intended interpretation of ! is:

Mt |=!ϕ(a)⇔Mt |= S(pϕ(x)q, a)

where ϕ is positive primitive

I The semantics of ! is given by inverse systems posing as
(predicate logical) Kripke frames

I A modelMt as a possible world

I The accessibility relation between worlds is given by the
directed partial order on the index set

I But more is needed in order to interpret !, e.g. constraints on the
models (mappings between the domains)



A modal operator ii

I Ingredients (rough outline):

I A recursive definition for the language of the positive primitive
fragment with !

I A translation of !-formulas into S-formulas

I A recipe for turning an inverse system into a Kripke frame

I If a !-formula is true in the possible world semantics then its
translation must be in the extension of S of the corresponding
inverse system

I We now turn to the logic of !:



Underlying logic

I The logic of geometric formulas is known as geometric or
coherent logic

I In sequent format, the sequents contain positive primitive
formulas only

I The sequent arrow can be seen to express non-iterable
implication

I Geometric premises are represented as non-logical axiom
sequents

I A proof of the entailment Σ |= ϕ (where σ ∈ Σ, and ϕ are
geometric implications) is a derivation of a positive primitive
sequent from a finite set of positive primitive sequents.

I A cut-elimination result shows that classical logic is conservative
over coherent logic (Coste & Coste 1975 )



Coherent logic i
for A atomic Γ,A⇒ A,∆

Γ,⊥ ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ϕ,∆ Γ⇒ ψ,∆

Γ⇒ ϕ ∧ ψ,∆

Γ, ϕ⇒ ∆

Γ, ϕ ∧ ψ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ϕ,∆

Γ⇒ ϕ ∨ ψ,∆

Γ, ϕ⇒ ∆ Γ, ψ⇒ ∆

Γ, ϕ ∨ ψ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ϕ(a),∆
Γ⇒ ∃xϕ(x),∆

Γ, ϕ(a)⇒ ∆

Γ,∃xϕ(x)⇒ ∆



Coherent logic ii

Γ, ϕ⇒ ∆ Γ,⇒ ϕ,∆

Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆
Γ,Γ′ ⇒ ∆,∆′

Γ⇒ ∆, x = x

Γ, x = y⇒ ∆, y = x

Γ, x = y, y = z⇒ ∆, x = z

Γ(x)⇒ ∆(x)
Γ(t)⇒ ∆(t)



Modal principles for satisfaction

I Introduce ! with the interpretation of S

I The left ! rule is a straightforward translation of the property
!ϕ→ ϕ:

Γ, ϕ⇒ ∆

Γ, !ϕ⇒ ∆

I The right ! rule derives !ϕ→ !!ϕ:

!Γ(x)⇒ ϕ(x),∆
!Γ(x)⇒!ϕ(x),∆

The right ! rule needs the side condition that all free variables in
ϕ occur in !Γ as well (see guardedness condition on earlier slide)

I S4 principles but without a dual for !

I Necessitation fails (counter-example x = x)



A proof system for stable satisfaction

I Global consequence relation:
For all inverse systems {Ms} and Γ, ∆ sets of geometric
implications, if all Ms |= Γ then all Ms |= ∆

I The semantic interpretation of the sequent Γ⇒ ∆: for all inverse
systems {Ms | s ∈ T}, for all modelsMs, for all sequences of
elements ā,Ms |= Γ[ā] impliesMs |= ∆[ā]

I Coherent logic together with the rules for ! is complete for this
notion of consequence

I The logic of this intensional notion of truth is conservative over
geometric logic (and so it doesn’t destroy the constructive
character of the latter)

I Whereas the proof system for ! is complete for its intended
interpretation on suitable Kripke frames, there is no complete
proof system for S:



An incompleteness result for intensional
satisfaction - adapted from (Jeroslow 1975)

I LetA be a recursively enumerable set of axiom schemata
governing S, such that it includes sufficient coding, the
co-recursive equation and extensionality for S, that is,

A ` θ(x)↔ τ(x) =⇒A ` S(pθq, x)↔ S(pτq, x)

then ifA is consistent there is a true but unprovable sentence.

I Proof sketch:
By diagonalisation there exists ψ such thatA proves

ψ(x)↔ ¬S(pψ(x)q, x) (the formula says: ‘I am not recurrent’)

The unprovable but true statement then is:
A 0 S(pψ(x)q,u)→ ψ(u), where u is an object preserved by
homomorphisms on the inverse system.

I This shows that the modal operator captures only part of the
modal predicate



Back to approximation

I Expressive power: the modal predicate expresses infinitely
many new predicates used in the translation from a classical to a
geometric theory

I Take the theory H := {∃x(Ax ∧ ¬Bx)}

I Introduce a new predicate D such that it stands for ¬B

I G(H) := {∃x(Ax ∧Dx),∀x(Bx ∨Dx),∀x(Bx ∧Dx→ ⊥)}

I Construct an inverse system for σ(G(H)) with G(H) true

I Then, Dx↔ S(pDxq, x)

I Define: S(p¬Bxq, x) := S(pDxq, x). Then S(p¬Bxq, x)↔ ¬Bx

I Now rewrite G(H) := {∃x(Ax ∧ S(p¬Bxq, x)),
∀x(Bx ∨ S(p¬Bxq, x)),∀x(Bx ∧ S(p¬Bxq, x)→ ⊥)}

I All that is needed is S and the local instance of the T-schema
∀x(¬Bx↔ S(p¬Bxq, x))



Some remarks

I Instances of the T-schema are needed in order for a geometric
theory with the intensional satisfaction predicate S to
approximate a classical theory

I Such instances provide the missing part of the T-schema which
destroys intensionality

I This example also suggests that in some cases a theory of truth
may be devised starting from the modal predicate (the
intensional notion) and expanding with the needed extensional
axioms

I Which may provide an alternative way to deal with the
paradoxes; extract a consistent notion of truth from a modal
predicate and work on appropriate expansions given a certain
semantics

I Open question: would it be worthwhile to study how the
intensional part of truth interacts with other modalities rather
than the notion in its full extensionality?



Summary and Conclusion

I We formalised truth as a modal predicate in order to recover its
familiar intuitive meaning

I as stable truth in an unstable environment

I Our study of truth has been informed by a modal semantics
(namely, inverse systems with limits)

I We defined a modal operator in order to extract intensional
properties of truth

I This was not meant as a reduction; the predicate was used as an
auxiliary construction

I But as a means to help identify the intensional meaning of the
modal predicate

I And to show that there is a sense in which the intensional
meaning of truth may be as primitive as its extensional
counterpart



thank you
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